
One healthy ingredient at a time.

Nourishing lives.



Bringing Our Best to You 
Healthy Food Ingredients (HFI) unites the best brands and dedicated farmers to bring more nutritious food to 

more people. For decades, manufacturers have trusted HFI brands to deliver the highest quality non-GMO, 

organic, certified transitional, gluten-free and identity preserved ingredient options.

Our Story: Working Together for Good
As a growing family of trusted brands, we are inspired by a time when neighboring farmers would gather  

to help each other bring in the harvest. They understood that sharing hard work, multi-generational know-

how and respect for the land would benefit the entire community.

Today, we draw on that same spirit and belief in stewardship to accomplish our vision of nourishing lives  

with healthy ingredients. We share our innovative processes and deep expertise to ensure superior safety, 

stability and security from seed to the food that nurtures our lives. Together, we hold a genuine passion to 

live up to our name, Healthy Food Ingredients, in everything we do.  So when we survey the horizon, we stand 

shoulder-to-shoulder with each other and what we see is good. Good for business, good for people, and good 

for the land.



Our Promise to You
HFI’s passion for providing the highest quality ingredients runs parallel to its desire to deliver superior 

service. We guarantee:

Our Portfolio of Ingredients
Our customers have diverse needs and want the best value. HFI provides expert sourcing, processing and 

packaging. We offer a substantial – and growing – portfolio of healthy ingredients for multiple applications in 

food, pet food, nutraceutical, pharmaceutical, cosmetics and personal care. 

SUPPLY ASSURANCE 

A vast and diverse network of reliable growers to 

ensure a consistent stream of safe ingredients.

ADVANCED FACILITIES

Four, full-scale, modern processing facilities 

featuring cutting-edge technology and GFSI 

certification for maximum quality, safety and 

traceability. 

COMPREHENSIVE PROCESSING AND PACKAGING

Everything from first-stage to second-stage 

processing, including blending, milling, micro-

reduction and retail packaging.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

Emerging practices like certified transitional and our 

research and development lab, combined with our 

innovations team, to push “healthy” to the next level. 

RELIABILITY AND RESPONSIVENESS

Superb expertise, responsiveness and logistics 

management to meet your needs and deadlines.

Ancient Grains Cereal GrainsOils Pulses & SoybeansFlax

IntegriPure®

Our microbial reduction 

solution, providing food 

safety assurance, naturally.

Suntava Purple Corn™ 

Nature’s healthiest, 

highest antioxidant corn. 

SIGNATURE PRODUCTS & PROCESSES

HEALTHY INGREDIENTS



Helping You Bring Healthy to the Next Level
At HFI, we don’t just supply, process and package ingredients. We create ingredient solutions, consistently 

and passionately, with supply assurance. Our customers benefit from the combined resources, facilities and 

expertise of the HFI family, all focused on bringing innovative solutions and applications to the table. 

Whether you need ingredients for a specific product trend, functionality, allergen or clean label, creating 

ingredient answers is what we do. Factor in our logistics management skills, and we can get you what you 

need, when and where you need it.

Certification Leaders
Certification standards are our starting point, not the end goal. Our safety and quality assurance processes 

and systems meet the highest standards in the industry and we are continuously focused on advancing.
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OUR HFI FAMILY:   SK Food International   Hesco   Suntava    Heartland Flax

Ready to explore 
the possibilities  
with HFI? 
Our specialty ingredient experts 
are ready to help you find the best 
solutions, including customization,  
for your application needs. 

Contact Us
HFIfamily.com
844-275-3443


